
 For 13 years (2005-2018) developing in NIMS, technologies to build an artificial brain 
to transform human society. In this route we had to build, new computing principle, 
new types of sensors, design and synthesize nano-bots for remote destruction of 
cancer cells, fourth circuit element that correlates magnetic flux and charge. 

 Developing atomic scale cavity resonator to replace patch clamp. Building STM that 
images dielectric resonance, differential magneto-sensor. Building wireless chip 
based on 4th circuit element that feeds on white noise. Multi-frequency lock-in amp.
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Brain inspired technologies

 Treating fatal diseases without a chemical drug
 Electro-magnetic wireless information processing 

chips that does not require power, only thermal & 
white noise (electrical).

 Dielectric atomic scanning microscope (DASM)
 Coaxial atomic patch clamp (CAPC)

1. US patent for the new class of 4th circuit element 
Hinductor feeds on white noise and ultra-low power, time 
crystal generator device. Target 10 Billion USD market of 
wireless chips, made of helical nanowire.
2. Filed patents for the cancer and Alzheimer's drug shine 
particular electromagnetic spectrum then it kills cancer 
cells selectively or destroy amyloid beta plaques. Replace 
chemotherapy 15 Billion USD market.
3. Biosensor. Our cavity resonator based probes captures 
signal at the nanoscale and measures vibrations under 
noise. Market of patch clamp is around 10 million USD.
4. Optimizing dielectric STM scanner could image dielectric 
property inside a material. The estimated market is 
minimum 2Billion USD, in the medical science.
5. We are developing a tool to instantly measure Time 
Crystal. Multi-frequency lock-in amplifier based Time 
crystal pen to detect disease instantly.
6. We are building a voice assistant SA, as proof of concept 
of our new computing model. The market cap by 2022 is 
122 Billion USD.
7. A geometric language simulator for processing big data. 
The market by 2022 is 1 trillion USD.

The picture (above) time crystal model of human brain.
Below: Organic brain jelly under testing

 Drugs for cancer and alzheimers; replacing 
chemotherapy.

 Noisefree, wireless, ultralow power Device
 Dielectric Scanner, Time crystal analyzer, 

atomprobe, Coaxial patch clamp.
 Voice Assistant & Big data analysis simulator

 Sahu et al, Inductor made of an arrayed capacitor, JP-511630; US-9019685B2
 A vertical parallel processor (2006) JP-5187804
 Ghosh et al Information, 5, 28-99 (2014)

Operando characterization of green devices
using scanning probe microscopy 
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We are developing the basic technology of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) that 
operates in various environmental fields in order to perform operando measurement of 
actual devices with high spatial resolution.

The aim of our research is to achieve a deeper understanding of working principles of 
green devices by evaluating various physical properties under device operation 
conditions, which can provide information that can contribute to device performance 
improvement.

 Cai Molang, Nobuyuki Ishida et al. Joule 2, (2018) 296-306
 Hideki Masuda, Nobuyuki Ishida et al. Nanoscale 9, (2017) 893-898

 We have developed a technique for identifying 
the position where carrier separation occur in 
PSC based on operando KPFM measurement.

 We have succeeded in visualizing the change of 
potential distribution in the composite cathode 
of LIB using operando KPFM.

 We showed that the working principles of PSCs 
depends strongly on their device structure and 
composition of the perovskite film. 

 We succeeded in visualizing the inhomogeneity 
of conductivity network in composite electrodes 
of LIBs.

Identifying the position of p-n junction 

In-situ operando KPFM measurement

We measured electrical potential 
distribution of the PSCs under dark 
and light irradiation conditions.

We succeeded in identifying the 
spatial position where carrier 
separation occurs by analyzing the 
difference profile between dark and 
light irradiation conditions.

Characterization of LIB
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KPFM image (before charging) KPFM image (after charging)

Etching the cross-section

KPFM measurement before and after battery charging/discharging

Inhomogeneity of charging condition

Characterization of perovskite solar cell (PSC)

SPM measurement under various environments 
(light irradiation, voltage application)
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